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Navajo Beauty Way 
 
The Navajo Beauty way is a non-denominational set of exercises from very ancient times, 
designed to: 

• Restore personal power through developing trust in one’s wisdom gained through 
personal experience 

• Enhance creative flow and one’s connection to the environment and nature’s laws 
and forces 

• Help us learn new skills and use new tools for observing and maintaining 
harmonious and pro-active inner states 

• Develop a practical working relationship with higher powers and beings or natural 
forces and laws 

• Create stability and choice in walking in different realities and worlds. 

• Being safe and protected without the need to build walls or hide behind masks. 

• Establish and maintain contact with higher powers and beings or natural forces 
and laws so as to live in compliance with and gain support in our creative 
endeavors. 

• Maintain spiritual integrity for individuals or groups during times of high external 
change and stress. 

• Preserve cultural and spiritual identity beyond the efficacy of sociological myths 
in times of breakdown, and restructuring of communities, tribes or nations. 

• Restore the balance both internally and externally between the feminine aspect of 
integration and oneness, and the masculine aspect of separation and duality. 
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Exit Ritual* 
 
The exit ritual is a contact ritual, and a part of the Navajo Beauty Way. 
 
1. Do it anytime you go outside or leave an enclosed area such as a building or your car. 

2. Put your focus up into the sky and say aloud, "Sky Above" or “Sky Father.” (Note: 
the reason we extend our focus first is that the exit ritual is a form of asking favor 
from powers and beings, so it is appropriate that we go to them rather than asking 
them to come to us. In ritual, when we have carefully prepared sacred space, we can 
then invite them in and then bid them farewell).  

3. Keeping the awareness up above, extend your focus into the earth and say aloud, 
"And Earth Below" or “And Earth Mother.” 

4. Then, keeping awareness of both above and below, say aloud, "I Greet You” or add 
the pertinent phrase (such as “With Power”), then say “I Greet You.” 

5. Wait a moment and see what happens. Be alert for acknowledgement or response in 
one of these three ways: 

• From within you, such as a realization, a change of attitude or belief, a new 
awareness. 

• Changes in your environment, such as a sudden breeze, a change in the color of 
the sky, a bird or animal suddenly appearing, or a tree or shrub suddenly 
becoming vividly visible. 

• A response from Sky and/or Earth: a special message for you, an answer to a 
question, or guidance and new directions. 

6. What happens may happen in just that moment, or it may happen throughout the day.  
It may change the quality of our day, our awareness...whatever we notice. 

7. Write down whatever you notice in a notebook and look for a pattern or trend in what 
you notice, either in the moment or over the entire week. 

8. You may also want to use hand gestures. Arms raised in a upward facing V for “Sky 
Father” and arms down in a downward facing V for “Earth Mother.” 

 
 
* If you have never done the Exit Ritual, you will want to start with the forms listed 
below rather than the ones suggested in class. You need to first introduce yourself to 
these beings before you develop a working relationship with them. The Exit Rituals 
suggested in each class assume that you have been working with these beings for 30 
weeks or more. Once you finish the list below (one per week), then you may proceed 
with the ones in class. Do not do the day greetings and day endings until you reach that 
portion on the course AND after you have completed the list below. 
 
Sky Above, and Earth Below, I Greet You. 
Sky Above, and Earth Below, Seeking Knowledge, I Greet You. 
Sky Above, and Earth Below, In Knowing, I Greet You. 
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Sky Above, and Earth Below, Seeking Power, I Greet You. 
Sky Above, and Earth Below, In Beauty, I Greet You. 
Sky Above, and Earth Below, Walking in Beauty, I Greet You. 
Sky Above, and Earth Below, With Interest, I Greet You. 
Sky Above, and Earth Below, With Compassion, I Greet You. 
Sky Above, and Earth Below, In Being, I Greet You. 
Sky Above, and Earth Below, Walking in Balance, I Greet You. 
 
 
Day Greetings and Day Endings 
 
Day Greeting 
1. Do this the first time you go outdoors in the morning, or make a special trip outside. 

2. Begin in the East.  Face east and extend your perceptics as far as possible (you may 
also extend your hands in front of you with palms facing each other). 

3. Say aloud, “Winds of the East” or “Winds of Knowl edge” and the appropriate phrase 
(such as “Walking in My Knowing”), then add “I bid you good morning.”  

4. Pause for a few seconds to wait for acknowledgement. 

5. Turn to the South. Extend perceptics (you may also extend your hands in front of you 
with palms facing the ground). 

6. Say aloud, “Winds of the South” or “Winds of Power” and the appropriate phrase, 
then add “I bid you good morning.”  

7. Pause for about 15 seconds to wait for acknowledgement. 

8. Follow the same procedure for the West (using Winds of Feeling) and North (using 
Winds of Strength).  The hand position for the West is palms up, and palms facing 
North for the North. 

9. Again facing the East, add Sky Father and Earth Mother (“I bid you good morning”), 
pausing to wait for acknowledgement. 

10. If ever having a bad day, start your day over again with a day greeting (no matter 
what time in the day it is). 

 
Day Ending 
Use the same procedure as above, except with the phrase “I bid you good night.”  
 


